ACROSS
6 Country with the world’s highest birth rate
7 Smallest race of people in the world
9 Capital of Kenya
11 Gorge in which homo habilis remains were found
12 Capital of Senegal
15 African country closest to Italy
16 Nigerian coastal city - one of the world’s fastest growing
18 Country containing part of Lake Victoria to its south
19 Makes up about 15 per cent of the Sahara Desert

DOWN
1 World’s biggest desert (in area)
2 Country to the east of Libya
3 Small, fertile area (with a water supply) in a desert
4 Tallest race of people in the world
5 Most populated nation in Africa
6 West African country on the Tropic of Capricorn
8 Precious mineral from the world’s deepest mine
9 World’s longest river
10 Capital of Egypt
13 Capital of Morocco
14 Thin country running along the end of the Great Rift Valley
15 Country where the oldest human-ancestor remains were found
17 Material used by homo habilis to make tools